
Benefits of Microsoft 
Cybersecurity Solution 
Assessment

• Comprehensive analysis of your 
organization’s environment to 
determine the full scope.

• Identification of and detailed 
guidance on the best methods to 
mitigate and resolve potential 
issues.

• Specialized recommendations to 
advance your organization’s cloud 
security posture to help detect, 
prevent and recover from 
breaches.

Today's new reality offers easy access to 

digital services through the cloud. 

Accordingly, it is crucial for your 

organization’s innovation and growth to 

capitalize on today's shift to the cloud.

Microsoft  Cybersecurity Solution Assessment provides customers with a 

comprehensive understanding of the opportunities available in their IT 

environments. This is with the aim to promote productivity, enhance investments 

and reduce costs. With the use of modern tools, NTT DATA would provide 

insights for data-driven recommendations and analyze the deployed environment 

to assist your organization in determining actionable steps for process 

improvement, digital transformations and cloud migrations.

Microsoft Cloud Security Assessment

Cybersecurity Solution Assessment
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Pinpoint unsupervised devices, examine policies and controls to 
scale down risk, and address all immediate susceptibility 
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Access & Discover

Determine business goals and objectives and identification of cloud blockers.

By gathering data from your IT environment, your organization is provided with 

real-time details on your environment. 

Plan & Decide

Visualize the organization’s current data estate and determine what changes 

are top priority.

Determine what changes are of utmost importance by understanding how cloud-

based scalability can increase agility. In addition, identify opportunities for 

improving business operation and efficiency.

Migrate

Develop a roadmap for your organization’s journey, as well as a data and 

infrastructure analysis

Develop a roadmap for your organization’s cloud journey that assists 

prioritizing end user tools and business apps for transition to the cloud. 

Optimize

Enforce a strategic plan for the organization’s cloud journey through the help of 

NTT DATA as your trusted partner.

Establish a utilization baseline for assessing progress over time and track 

milestones using custom migration plans. 
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Microsoft Cybersecurity Solution Assessment 

How  Microsoft Cybersecurity Solution Assessment works to achieve business benefits

NTT DATA Solution 

• All-inclusive analysis of external and internal tools of your cloud-hosted infrastructure. 

• Get the most out of your IT investments with advice for the right contract licensing to 

support business strategy.

• Assists you in understanding your cloud maturity and provide steps to digitally transform

• Receive an evaluation of your cloud capabilities, including key blockers to cloud 

migrations.

Joint Solution 

• Pull technical, operational, and financial transformation levers that lead to a far more 

• fundamental and robust outcome that delivers on organizational digital futures.

• Provide transparency on the Cybersecurity position of a customer to their management

• Establish a prioritized action list, based on the criticality of the findings which can serve 

as a short-term roadmap in the privacy journey of the organization

• Uncover critical issues related to cybersecurity

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes

• Align with the security “best practices” of a well-known and highly regarded security-

framework as the foundation for data protection practices

• Drive a change mindset towards Cybersecurity compliancy and organizational 

accountability

• Provide recommendations based on the facts found during the scan of the IT 

environment

• Take maximum advantage of NTT DATA’s leading security technology providers 

• Best of breed Microsoft technologies with NTT DATA

Why NTT DATA

NTT DATA has a proven track record as a Microsoft partner with a large skilled and 

experienced team of Microsoft-certified specialists. From consulting to managed services, 

we can help you wherever you are on your cybersecurity journey. Our experts are highly 

skilled in embedding security across your network, data center, applications and the cloud 

to ensure you are secure as you digitally transform. We assess current IT landscape, 

deliver recommendations and a roadmap for optimization and then consolidate and 

migrate your applications to the cloud. Along the way, offering guidance through 

complexities and intricacies. NTT DATA offers bespoke business solutions using a SAFe 

Agile methodology and globally integrated ITIL processes. With our highly skilled 

application, Azure migration and advanced networking teams, we guarantee excellence in 

delivery. NTT DATA is able to provide a full end-to-end solution to an organization in every 

industry vertical. We can provide a differentiation on tools you use daily and in turn a better 

experience when utilizing Microsoft services on our network. Our capability across the full 

IT stack enables us to provide supporting services giving you an advantage.

https://www.dimensiondata.com/
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